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It has been recognized that many convection heat transfer 
problems involve internal heat generation. Nuclear fuel elements, 
chemically reactive liquids and transparent shell solar energy 
collectors are a few examples. Theoretically, this type of problem 
has not been studied extensively. Lumsdaine LV* solved the internal 
heat generati?n problem with constant temperature boundary conditions 
in spherical coordinates. The purpose of this thesis is to follow 
Lumsdaine's analysis to study those problems where internal heat 
generation is a function of radius. 
The governing partial differential equation in spherical 
coordinates is of the second order, non-homogeneous and has variable 
coefficients. The non-homogenuity arises from the internal heat 
generation function in the energy equation. The boundary conditions 
are also non-homogeneous. In order to solve this problem, steady 
state, an incompressible inviscid fluid, a constant fluid entrance 
temperature, and constant ambient temperatures are assumed. 
In solving the problem, the method of superposition is 
first used to fonn a non-homogeneous ordinary differential equation 
and a homogeneous partial differential equation. By doing this, 
the boundary conditions are also simplified. These two equations 
*Brae eted numbers ref€r to the references. 
are then solved separately. The ordinary differential equation 
2 
can be integrated directly. The partial differential equation is 
solved by using separation of variables. The solution is given as 
an infinite series of Euler functions. The temperature field is 
finally obtained by superimposing the two solutions. The expression 
for the average exit temperature is derived from the temperature 
field. The average exit temperature is non-dimensionalized in 
terms of Graetz number, Nusselt number, radius ratio and other 
dimensionless groups. Computer programs are developed to obtain 
numerical results. 
In the first part of the thesis, the inner shell is assumed 
to be at a constant temperature. The problem is first solved in 
general without specifying the internal heat generation function; 
therefore the solution holds for any type of internal heat gener­
ation. In the sample problem the internal heat generation function 
is assumed to consist _of a constant term and an exponential term 
to account for the decay from the outer shell.-
In the second part of the thesis, the solution emphasizes 
its -application to the solar heat exchanger. By assuming the outer 
shell transparent, the absorption of solar energy by the water can 
be interpreted as internal heat generation. The inner shell is 
assumed to be a black body which absorbs all the energy not absorbed 
by the water; this energy is then conducted back to the fluid. 
3 
The efficiency of this type of solar heat exchanger should be higher 
than in exchangers with an opaque outer shell since the latter have 







A = Area 
An
= Arbitrary constants 
A2 � Arbitrary constants 
B = Arbitrary constant 
b = Arbitrary constant 
C = Arbitrary constant 
C1 = Arbitrary constant 
c2 = Arbitrary constant 
CP 
= Heat capacity 
F = Arbitrary function 
Gn = Arbitrary constants 
h = Convection coefficient 
I= Beam strength function 
K = Thermal conductivity 
Nu= Nusselt number 
q = Internal heat generation function 
cio = Average internal heat generation 
qs = Average solar intensity on surface 
r = Variable radial distance 
r1 = Radius of inner shell 

















R = Dimensionless group, ln(r/r1) 
R2 
= Dimensionless group, ln(r2/r1) 
s,s1,s2 ,s4 = Arbitrary constants 
� � Arbitrary constant · 
T = Temperature 
Ta
= Ambient temperature 
Te = Inlet temperature 
Tw = Inner shell wall temperature 
TAve2 = Average exit temperature 
V = Velocity 
Vr,Ve,V¢ = Velocity in r, e, ¢ direction, 
respectively 
W = Flow rate 
Greek Letters 
f3 = Dimensioniess group, P CpC2/K 
r = Constant 
bn = .Eigenvalue 
i = Dimensionless group, cos 92/cos 91 
® (e) = Function of e 
e = Coordinate 
f½_ = Inlet angle 
e2 = Ex:i.t angle 







n2 = Dimensionless group, (Tw - Ta)/Q. 
n3 = Dimensionless group, (Ta - Te)/Q 
f = Density 
-r = Dimensionless group, (TAve
2 
- Te)/Q 
� = Graetz number 
¢= Coordinate 
¢n(R) = Function of R 









·ANALYSIS OF A HEAT EXCHAIDER WITH A CONSTANT 
TEMPERATURE ON THE INNER SHELL 
A. Analysis 
7 
Assume that the fluid is incompressible, inviscid, and that 
Cp and Kare not functions of temperature; then the energy equation 
with internal heat generation is given by L2J 
· p C DT = V · (KV T) + q p Dt 
The continuity equation can be written as 
It is also assumed that 
1. The temperature and velocity distributions are time 
independent, i.e., steady state prevails. 
2. The temperature distribution is symmetric in the¢­
direction, i.e., T = T(r, e) only. 
3. The velocity distribution is symmetric in the¢­
direction and the ·flow is hydrodynamically fully 
developed, i.e., V¢ = Vr = O. 
(1) 
(2) 
4. The internal heat generation is a function of r only, 
i.e., q = q(r). 
5. Radial conduction is much greater than axial conduction; 
• o 2T - 0 i.e.,-- . 
oe2 
8 
With the above assumptions, in spherical coordinates, Eq. (2) 
can be written as 
V = C2. 
e r sine 
Equation (1) can be simplified and rearranged to give 
where 
are 
a - cos e oT = r2 o2T + 2r oT + r2q{r) 
sine oe or2 ar K (3) 
The boundary conditions of the system, as seen in Fig. 1, 
1. The temperature at the inner shell wall is kept constant 
by either supplying or extracting heat 
2. Asstuning that the outer shell is very thin a�d highly 
conductive, the temperatures at the outside and inside of the shell 
are es�entially the same. The heat conducted to the ambient air 
·is.equal to the heat carried away 
3. The temperature at the inlet is constant, 
I 
9 
------�--------- - -� 
'Figure 1. - Boundary conditions 
10 
Since Eq. (3) is a linear partial differential equation, the 
method of superposition can be used to simplify the boundary conditions. 
Let 
Substitution into Eq. (3) yields 
2 
2 d Tl . .  dTl .g(r)r
2 
= 0 r 
dr2 + 2
r 
dr + K 
2 




sin e or2 or2 or 
The boundary conditions for Eq: (4) are 
1. Tl (r1) = Tw 
The boundary conditions for Eq. (5) are 
1. T2(r1 ,e) = o 
oT
2 h 2. -(r2 ,e) = - � T2(r2,e) or K 
Equation ( 4) can be directly integrated twice to give 
. C1 [{.!:2 










When the boundary conditions are substituted into Eq. (6), 
the constants are found to be 
(9) 
With the transformation R =l� �, the variable coefficients 
1 
r in Eq. (5) can be eliminated to give 
The boundary conditions are transformed to be 
1. T2(o, e) = 0 
oT2 hr2 . 2. 
�R 
(R2,e) = - K T2(R2,e) 
(10) 
Equation (10) is a linear partial differential equation which 
can be solved. by using separation of _variables·. Let 
T (R,G) = @ ( )y;(R) (11) 
12 
When Eq. (11) is substituted into Eq. (10) and rearranged, 
a cos e ®' = ¢" + t_ = _ (lf2 + ¼) 
sin 9 ® ¢ ¢ 
which yields two linear ordinary �fferential equations: 
S - cos 9 ®' = _ ci2 + ¼) (12) 
sin 9 @ 
¢"·+ ¢' +<r2 + ¼) ¢ = o (13) 
The solutions to Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) are 
(e) = c(s - cos e) 
cr2 + ¼) 
(14) 
R 
¢(R) . = e- 2 ( A1 sin a R + A2 cos t R) (15) 
The substitution of Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) into Eq. (11) yields 
cos e) 
or2 + ¼) e- E: 
. 2 (A sin o R + B cos � R) 
(16) 
This is the general solution to the partial differential equation 
Eq. (10). 
Substituting the first boundary condition into "Eq. (16) 
one gets 
B = O 
Equation (16) therefore can be written as 
T (R,e) = A(S - cos e) 
2 
((
2 + ¼) - � e sina'"R 
Differentiating Eq. (17) with respect to R, one gets 
oT2 - = A(S oR 
- cr2 + i) - g 
- cos 0) - e 




After substituting the second boundary condition into Eq. (18) and 
simplifying, o�e obtains 
or 
where b = t°R
2 
is. the root of Eq. (19) which has an infinite 
numoer of eigenvaulues �n· Thus Eq. (17) is given by 








- 2 . dn R ¢n(R) 
= e s1.n R2 
, 




Equation (22) must satisfy the original differential equation 
Eq. (13) 
or 
. �  
14 
£....( eRrJ. 1 ) + ( o 2 +- 1.) eR¢ = 0 dR Pn · n 4 n (23) 
This is a standard Sturm-Liouville equation [3J. The weighting 
function is 
W(R) = e 
The boundary conditions for Eq. (23) are 
which satisfy the Sturm-Liouville conditions. This Stu.rm-Liouville 
system insures that 
and 
· f(R) = I Gn¢n(R) 
n=l 
J\v(R)f(R)¢n(R)dR a 






and finally the orthogonality condition 




G = )0 
2 
f(R) sin (� R)dR 
n 
R l 2sin2 c Jn R)dR o R2 
The solution of Eq. (3) with the given boundary conditions is 
I 
T(r, O) = C + 
Cl _ !itl + I. (13 - cos 8 ) r r n=l � cos e1 
· r l 






The incompressible continuity equation can be written as 
or 
From the definition of S one gets 
(28) 
The average or flbulk" temperature at the exit of the. heat 
exchanger is of interest, since it gives the temperature of the 
fluid if it were thoroughly mixed at the exit. This temperature 
is defined in L!J as 
or 
16 
T - -- 1 l
r2 
AVe2 r2 -
T(r,e2)ctr (29) rl rl 
The substit¥ion of Eq. (27) into Eq. (29) yields 
I S - cos e2 - (
6
R
n + ¼) r1 + (-----) 2 G S - cos 91 n r n=l 2 - rl 
(30) 
Equation (27) and Eq. (30) have no restrictions on the internal 
heat generation function q(r); thus they are the general solutions, 
.subject to the boundary conditions shown in Fig. 1. 
17 
B. Sample problem 
Assuming an internal heat generation function which consists 
of the sum of a uniform heat generation term and an exponential 
term to account for the decay from the outer shell, 
•.. (· ) .. . [ 
B( r -· r2-) ] qr = q0 S + e (31) 
where q
0 
is the average internal heat generation in BTU/ft3 -hr. 
Substituting Eq. (31) into Eq. (7) and carrying out the integration 
· one obtains 
F(r) =- _r_+-- (.!:._e r _£_ e r +!:+L) qo [s � 1 B B � K 6 eBr2 B2 B3 B B2 
cio [ 
Sr2 1 r Br 1 Br 1 � F'(r) =- --+--(-e -�e + -) 
K 2 eBr2 B B
G B . 
(32) 
(33) 
The constants C1 and Care obtained by the substitution of F(r1), 
F(r2), F
1 (r2) into Eq. (8) and Eq. (9). 
eBr --L (Br)m Noting that --- and integrating Eq. (26) one 
m! n=o 
gets DJ 
2 G = -----_;�-----n · [ 1 
] R2 1 - 0 n cos 6 n sin b n 
18 
(34) 
Let several dimensionless groups be defined as 
where 




T - T 
w e 






Then Eq� (30) can be rearranged in terms of these dimensionless 







b(l/f-1) 2 � b
m(l-1/tpm) J i_q + --- 1-e - - L ------ + 2 b 
b3(4'-l) _ e� m





+ L [ cf>/(1-tp)- ZJ - ln'V + 4 Gn( 4') _l_ 






Gn(4/) 2 = ----------
Q I ,11 (1 - l sin b n cos6i) n T bn 
{ 
C-Te - 1 
( 
1. �n �n
] - --;;- 0 
4'2(½ sin6n- -_ cos6 )+ -
� .1 + (-1L)
2 Inf n ln 'l' 
4 In� 
S 1 [llJ 2. 5 . c J n r 6n 
] + ,, ,v2 2 ( 
r 2{2sino - -cos0 )+ -0� (2.) +(�)2 
n Inf n In� 
2 In� 
[tum+½ - �n T (m+½sin� - -cos6) n 
Jn\V 
n 
+ .&LJ ln'l' 
- _2_L ___ b_m_-_1 _____ _ 
b2eb m=l 't'
m-lm![(m-½)
2 + (§._)2] 
·fn't' 
T m-2sino - -coso + -
[111m-½(-l . t Jn ( ) 6n n 






The computer programs are given in the Appendix for obtaining 
numerical results to Eq. (27) , Eq. (30) and Eq. (36).on the IBM-360 
. Computer (FORTRAN) . Progran1 I is written to obtain the temperature 
field /J_. e. Eq. (27)] and the average exit temperature /J.. e. Eq. (30[/. 
Prograrn II is written to study t�e effect of the dimensionless groups 
22 
of Eq. (36 ) . The constants in the internal heat generation function 
of Eq. (31 )  are arbitrarily chosen as S � .8 and B = 4 . 5 . It is 
also assumed that 91 = 0 and 82 = n for the case  of the dimensionless 
group programs. 
The fo.llowing parameters are used in finding the temperature 
field and the average exit temperature. 
h = 3. 0 
K = 0.3 52 
T = 80 ° a 
Te = 50 F 
T = 70 °F w 
W = 30 
� = 500 
BTU/lbm-°F 
2 






C .  Discussion 
The results obtained from Program I are plotted in Fig. 2. 
One can see that the rate of temperature increase as a function of 
B is largest in the center of the sphere. The large negative 
gradient for -large values of e indicates that a substantial a.mount 
of heat i s  lost to the ambient- air. Using Newton ' s cooling law 
q = hA(T - Ta) (43 )  
· it is estimated that over half of the energy is lost by convection 
to the ambient air. 
The results obtained from Program II are plotted and shown 
in Figs. 3-8 . Figure 3 shows the dimensionless group T ,  which is 
a function of t he average exit temperature, versus radius ratio for 
different Graet z numbers (�) with Tw = Ta
= Te , Nu = 15 and 
r2 
= 2 ft. It can be seen that T increases with increasing radius 
ratio. The drastic changes occur at radius ratios smaller than 
two. For radius ratios greater than two the change is not so 
prominent. 
Figures 4-6 show the effect of varying Nusselt number on 
graphs of T versus Graetz number , with respectively an ambient 
temperature equal to,  less than or greater than the inlet temperature 
and a radius ratio equal to two. When the inlet t emperature is 
larger than the ambient temperature, the effect of the Nusselt number 
is very great (Fig. 5) . When the inlet temperature equals the 
24 
ambient temperature, the influence of the Nusselt number is . moderate, 
whereas it is almost negligible when the ambient temperature is much . 
larger than the inlet temperature. This indicates that losses to 
the surroundings is small for Ta
>> Te. 
Figure_ 7 shows the effect· of varying the dimensionless group 
n1 which is a function of the difference between wall temperature 
and inlet temperature on a graph of T versus Graetz number with 
Tw = Ta and Nu :;;  15. T is found to increase linearly with increasing 
_n1 and the increment is decreasing with increasing Graetz number. 
When nl _decreases beyond -0.02, the solution is found to be unstable. 
Figure 8 shows the effect of varying the dimensionless group 
n2 which is a function of the difference between wall temperature 
and ambient temperature on a graph of T versus Graetz number with 
Tw = Te and Nu =  15. T is found increasing linearly with decreasing 
n2, and the increment is decreasing with increasing Graetz number. 
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ANALYSIS OF A TRANSPARENT SPHERICAL-SHELL 
SOLAR HEAT EXCHAN}ER 
Figure 9 shows the setup of the solar heat exchanger. The 
outer shell is made of transparent material. The inner shell is 
32 
a black body. Beneath the sphere is a reflecting panel; the curvature 
of the panel is .designeq to reflect the solar energy to the center 
of the sphere. It is also assumed that the air flowing around the 
sphere is constant in temperature. · Water flowing between the shell 
is heated by the solar radiation passing through the outer shell. 
The absorption of solar energy by the water can be considered as 
internal heat generation in the water. Furthermore, it is assumed 
that the energy not absorbed by the water is absorbed by the inner 
shell and then conducted back into the water. 
Experimental data' for water which is absorbing solar - energy 
L6J is shovm in Fig. 10. Let I(x) be the beam strength (normal 
incidence) as a function of depth of the water traveled by the 
radiation and q the average solar intensity on the surface. s 
Weinberger ' s  data, in general, can be expressed as 
(44) 
where s1, s3 , B are arbitrary constants and S2 =·l -
s
1 • 
























Path length, feet 





The internal heat generation function can be written. as the 
gradient of beam strength [?J 
(l(x) = :X [ I(x)] 
= q·· S [ S + BeB(x - �)l s 2 3 · j (45) 
Since I(x) and q(x) are expressed in tenns of Cartesian coordinates, 
it 'is necessary to transfonn them- into spherical . coordinates: 
(46 ) 
(47) 
The assumptions made in Chapter II preceeding "Eq. (3) still 
hold. Thus 
where 
� - - cos 9 oT _ 2 0
2T oT q( r)r2 ---- - --= r - + 2r - + .... -�- -.J _ __,;,._ 
sin e o0 or2 or  K 
The boundary conditions of the system can be written as 
(3) 
1. The heat absorbed by the inner shell is conducted back 
into the wate_r 
36 
Boundary conditions Two and Three are the same as in Chapter II : 
2. :; (r2,e) = - � [ T(r2 , e) - T
'.1-
] 
Going through the same proc�dures and mathematical methods 
as shown in Chapter II, one oqtains the temperature distribution : 
where 
T(r,e)  = C + �l _ F
(r) + r [S - cos e 
] 
- (� + !) 
r n=l � cos 91 
r 1 1. [ 





I n !:-.) + 2 � cos (- I n  L) r1 n2 R2 r1 
. . .  s 2 
q 2r 2 
[ 






)r( Jnr - 1) 
00 
1 I (Br)m+l ] 
+ eBr2 m=l m(m+l) • m !  
00 
8 � (Br )m
] + -- L  






+ s 2 
2 ( S + ) (_g)
22R sin� 
q S r 2 B 
[
r .!.  
K 3 eBr2 r1 2
 n 
















r2 m� 6 
(-) ( (m+½) sin� - R
n 
coso ] + &n} 
� 2 n � 
37 
( 53 ) 
38 
The. l:, n are the roots of 
. ( 54) 
The average exit temperature is given as 
(55) 
. Several dimensionless groups are def;ined as 
where 
b = r B  2 
39 




1 r2 2 1 ' bm(l - l/4'm
+l)




cp/(1 - l/'J' )- Z
J
- (� + ¾) Gn(4') 2q,½ 
+ 
�l � /( 1 - 1/4')-l Q 4'-1 
s�n 6 n (57) 
where 
Gn(�) = 1 
40 
( 58) 
Q [.l + ( bn )2) 2 1 ,1> + [ bn _ lnw] sin( 2 cSn_)-cos( 2�n)+ l 4 Inf Ily I nt/'  4 on 
F • (r1) = S [ (S + 1L) I n  r
2 + 1L I {b/w)m] 
Q 2 4 eb 'l' eb m=l m • m ! 
00 
_F '_(_r2_) = s2 [ ( S4 + \) l nr2 + � I  _b_m_] · Q . e e m=l m · m ! 







( 65 )  
Program III is written to obtain the temperature field and the 
average exit temperature . Program IV is �rritten to obtain relations 
between the various dimensionless groups. 
. 
42 
B. Sample problem 
The first two absorption curves in Fig. 10 are approximations 
to Weinberger ' s  experimental data. The third curve is an ex.ample 
of a very absorbing fluid chosen for comparison. The equation for 
the three curves can be written as 
I1 (x) = ci5 { , 62 + , 38 ( � . 289 (x - x2 ) + e8 • 5 (x-:irzi ( 66 ) 
I2(x) = ci5 { . 56 + . 44 ( 9 ,34 (x - :irz) + e9 ( x-:irz�} ( 67) 
I3 (x) = ci5 { , 10 +[ .  9 e ?(x-:irz) J} { 68 )  
The following parameters are used in finding the temperature 
field and the average exit t emperature. 
c
P 
= o .9983 
h = 3. 0 
K = 0.352 
T = 80 °F a 
T = 50 °F e 








q = 270 s 
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C .  Discussion 
The temperature field obtained from Program III is plotted 
and shown in Figs. 11-13 for each absorption curve . In this example 
the radius of the outer shell was taken to be 0. 5 ft , and the inner 
shell was taken to be 0.3 ft. It ?an be seen that the temperature 
is highest at the inner shell , then gradually decreases to the outer 
shell; since the energy not absorbed by the water is absorbed 
completely by the inner shell, then conducted back into the water. 
Since water absorbs more energy close to the outer shell, the 
temperature should be higher there if no heat were lost to the 
ambient air . From the energy balance one can see that over fifty 
percent of the energy is lost to the ambient air. This can be 
checked by using Newton ' s  cooling law . 
For less energy-absorbing fluids , the fluid temperature at 
the inner shell is higher than it is for more energy-absorbing 
fluids. On the other hand, - for more energy-absorbing fluids the 
temperature at the outer shell is higher than it is for less energy­
absorbing fluids . For this reason, the heat lost to the ambient 
air is larger for more energy-absorbing fluids than for less energy­
absorbing fluid and a lower average exit temperature is expected in 
this case . 
The results obtained from Program IV are plotted and shoi-.'11 
in Figs . 14-22 . Figures 14-16 show the dimensionless group -r which 
is a function of the average exit temperature versus radius ratio 
(�) for different Graetz numbers (�) with T = T ,  r2 
- 0 . 5  and 
a e 
h = 3 . 0 .  It is found that ,- is· increasing with increasing radius 
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ratio for all absorption curves. The drastic  changes occur at 
radius ratios smaller than 1. 6. For radius ratios greater than 1. 6  
the change is· not so prominent.  For different energy-absorbing 
fluids, the difference in ,- at small radius ratios is inappreciable. 
This difference in ,- for different energy-absorbing fluids is 
increasing with increasing radius ratio , and ,- is higher for more 
·energy-absorbing fluids. 
Lumsdaine LBJ showed that the time requirement to  heat up 
water by solar energy depends very much on how deep the water is. 
The deeper the water, the longer the time required t o  reach steady 
state,  although these increases are not in the same ratio. Since 
there are only approximately ten hours of useful solar energy in a 
day , it is beneficial to use a fairly small-sized outer shell with 
a radius ratio of 1. 6  which appears to be the optimum (see Figs. 
14-16) . 
Figures 17-19 show th,e effect of varying Nusselt number on 
graphs of · T  versus Graetz number for different energy-absorbing 
fluids with Ta
= Te. The effect of a change in Nusselt number is 
somewhat greater for more energy-absorbing fluids. 
Figures 20-22 show the effect of varying the dimensionless 
group n3 , which is a function of the difference between ambient 
temperature and inlet t emperature, on graphs of T versus Graetz number 
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for different energy-absorbing fluids. It can be seen that _ T  changes 
not only linearly with respect to n3 but that the change is the same 
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Figure 13. Temperature field of fluid, using absorption 
curve III . 
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Figure 22. T versus 4? for different n3 using absorption curve III 
with h = 3 • 0, r 2 = 0 . 5. ft • , 4J :;:: 1. 6 7. 
CHAP'rER IV 
SUMMARY 
The solution of the convection heat transfer problem in 
spherical coordinates with internal heat generation is presented 
by solving the governing partial:_ differential equation . 
In Chapter II, the inner shell is constant in temperature. 
59 
The solution is first treated without specifying an internal heat 
generation function . Then a sample problem with an internal heat 
generation function �onsisting of a constant term and an expQnential 
decay term is solved. 
Chapter III presents the solution to a transparent spherical­
shell solar heat exchanger by assuming the inner shell to be a black 
body. Weinberger ' s  _experimental data for water is applied to the 
problem. Graphs of the temperature field and of the average exit 
tempera·�ure are given. The dimensionless average ex.it t emperature 
curves reveal the relation between variables which should prove 
especially useful in predesign studies. 
. 1 . 
2.  
3 . 
4 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8. 
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APPENDIX 
C T E M P E R A T UR E  F I E LD P R OG R AM ONE  
DOUB L E  P R EC I S I ON D , DN EW , F , DF , C OSD , S I N D 
D I MEN S I ON E N < l OO ) , G C l O O > 
1 0 1 FORMAT  ( 8 F 7 . 4 ) 
1 0 2  FORMAT  ( 8 F 8 . 3 )  
1 0 3 FORMAT  < 1 H , 3 H EN -< , I 3 , 2 H ) = , F 9 • 5 ) 
1 0 4  FORMAT  ( l H , 3HC 1 = , E l 4 . 7 � 1 0 X , 2 H C = , E l 4 . 7 ) 
1 0 5 F O RMA T < l H  , F 7 . 3 , 5 X , F 7 . 3 , 5 X , F 8 . 2 )  
1 0 6  F O RM A T  ( l H , E l 4 . 7 )  
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1 0 7  FORM A T  < l H , 3 HSH= , F6 . 2 , iHR 2 = , F 4 . l , 3 H R I = , F 4 . l , 2 H B = , F 5 . 2  
1 , 3 HB K = , F 6 . 4 , 3 H C P = , F 6� 4 , 6 H T H T A 1 = , F 6 . 3 , 6H T H T A 2 = , F 6 . 3 ) 
1 0 8  FORMAT  ( 1 H l , 3HQO = , F 7 . 2 , 2 HS= , F 7 . 3 , 3 H T W= , F 7 . 2 , 3 H T S = , F 7 . 2  
l , 3 H T E = , F 7 . 2 , 3 H D R = , F 4 . 2 , 6 HD T H T A = , F 7 . 2 , 2 H W = , F 7 . 2 ) 
· 1 0 9  FORMA T C l H , 6 HT AV T 2 = , F 8 . 2 ) 
R E AD ( 1 1 , 1 0 1 )  SH , R 2 , R l , B , BK , C P , T H T A 1 , T H T A 2  
WR I T E < 1 2 , 1 0 7 )  S H , R 2 , R l , B , BK , C P , T H T A 1 , T H T A 2  
C N E W T O N  RAPHSON M E T HOD F I N D E I G E N VA L U E  
D = 2 • 
DD= . 5 
I = 
H K R 2 = SH*R2 / B K  
P S I = R 2 / R l  
P S I L N = ALOG C P S I ) 
Y = P S I L N* ( . 5 -H K R 2 ) 
2 COSD= C O S ( D ) 
S I N D ::: S I N < O >  
F = D*C O SD-Y * S I N D 
D F = COS D- D* S I N D-Y*COSD  
D N E W= D-F / D F  
I F  ( AB S < D -DN E W ) -0 . 0 00 0 1 ) 4 , 4 , 3 
3 D = D N E W  
G O  T O  2 
4 I = I + l  
I F  < I - 5 0 ) 5 , 5 , 7  
5 E N < I ) ::: D 
D = D+ D D  
6 F = D * C O S ( D ) - Y * S I N C D )  
D= D+ D D  
F F = D*C OS C D ) - Y* S I N < D >  
I F  ( F* F F ) 2 , 2 , 6 
7 E X P BR = E X P C B* C R 1 - R 2 ) ) 
- E X P B 2 = E X P  { B -* R 2 ) 
1 · R E AD ( 1 1 , 1 0 2 ) QO , S , T W , T A , T E , DR , D T H T A , W  
WR I T E ( 1 2 9 1 0 8 )  QO , S , T W , T A , T E , DR , D T H T A , W  
QK = QO / B K  
F R 1 = QK* ( S *R l ** 3 / 6 e + C R 1 / B**2 -2 . / B* * 3 > * EX P B R + { R l / B* * 2 + 2 o 
l / B* * 3 > / E X P B 2 )  
F R 2 = 0K* < S*R 2 ** 3 / 6 . + R 2 /B** 2- 2 . / B* * 3 + ( R 2 / B * * 2 + 2 o / B** 3 ) / E 
1 XP B2 ) 
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DF R 2 = Q K* C S*R 2* *2 / 2 + R 2 / B- 1 . / B * * 2 + 1 . / B ** 2 / EX P B 2 _) 
C l = C F R 2 - R 2 * D F R 2 + H K R 2 * R 2 * C TW+ F R 1 / R l - F R 2 / R 2 - T A ) ) / C l . +HKR  
1 2* C P S I - l . ) )  
C = T W+ F R l /R l -C l / R l  
WR I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 4 ) C l , C  
DO  9 I = l , 5 0 
DN= E N ( I )  
DN R2 = DN / PS I L N 
S I N D N = S I N C D N )  
COSDN = C O S ( DN )  
GG l = ( P S I ** • 5 * < • 5* S I N D N- DNR2* COSDN ) +D N R 2 ) / ( . 2 5 +DN R 2 **2 ) 
GG2 = C D N R 2 - l e / P S I * * • 5 * C . 5* S I NDN+D N R 2 * C OS DN ) ) / C . 2 5 + D N R 2 *  
1 *2 ) 
GG 3 = C P S I ** 2 • 5 * ( 2 . 5*S I NDN-DN R 2 *COSDN ) +D N R 2 ) / ( 6 . 2 5 + D N R 2 *  
1 *2 ) 
SUMG4= 0 • . 
SUMG 5 = - < PS l ** • 5* C . 5 *S I NDN-DNR 2 *COSD N ) + D N R 2 ) / ( . 2 5 + D N R 2 *  
1 *2 ) 
XMF T = l •  
DO  8 M = l , 40 
XM= M  
XMF T = X MF T * X M  
GG4= ( B *R l ) **M* C P S I * * ( X M+ . 5 > * C C XM+ . 5 ) *S I N DN - DN R 2 *C O SDN ) 
l +D N R 2 ) / { XM F T * ( C X M+ . 5 ) ** 2 + DNR 2 ** 2 ) ) 
GG 5 = ( B * R l > ** C M- l ) * ( P S I * * < XM- . 5 ) * C < X M- . 5 > * S I NDN-DN R 2 * C O  
1 SDN ) + O N R 2 J / ( X M F T* < < XM- . 5 > * * 2 + DN R 2 ** 2 > > 
SUMG4 = SUMG4+GG4  
SUMG 5 = 5UMG 5 +GG 5 
8 CON T I N U E  
G < I > = <  < T E -C > *GG 1 - C l / R l *GG2+ QK*S* R l * * 2 / 6 . *GG 3 +QK/ C B*B*E  
1 XP B 2 ) * ( SUMG 4 - 2 o *S UMG 5 ) ) * 2 • / C P S I L N* ( l . -C O S DN *S I NDN / DN > >  
9 CON T I N UE 
B E TA = W * C P / < 2 • * 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 *BK* ( R 2 -R l ) > 
R = R l -D R  
1 0  R = R+ D R  
i F  C R - R 2 ) 1 1 , 1 1 , 1 5 
1 1  F R =OK* C S*R** 3 / 6 . + C C B*R-2 . ) / B * * 3* E X P ( B* R > + R / B** 2+2 . / B** 
1 3 ) / E XP B 2 ) 
R L OG = A LOG C R / R l ) 
CO S T H = C OS C T H T A l ) 
T H E T A = T H TA l -D T H T A  
1 2 - TH E T A= T H E T A+ D T H T A  
I F  C T H T A2 - T HE TA ) 1 0 , 1 3 , 1 3 
1 3 SUM T 2 = 0 o  
DO  1 4  I = l , 5 0 
D N = E N ( I )  
DN R 2 = D N / P S I L N 
T 2 = < < B E T A-CO S T H ) / C B E T A� COS ( T H E T A ) ) } * * < D N R 2 + o 2 5 } *G { I ) * C  
1 R l /R ) * * • 5* 5 I N C DN R 2 * R L OG ) 
SUM T 2 = SUMT 2 + T 2  
1 4  CON T I N U E  
T = C+ C l / R - F R / R + S UM T 2  
WR I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 5 ) R , T H E T A , T  
GO . T O  1 2 
1 5  SUMA = O •  
XMF T = l •  
DO 1 6  M = l , 4 0 
XM=M 
XM F T = X M F T * X M  
A= ( C B* R 2 ) * *M- C B* R l ) *� ) / ( XM* XMF T ) 
SUMA = SUMA+A  
1 6  CON T I N U E  
- SUM T V= O  
COS T 2 = C OS < T H T A2 ) 
DO 1 7 ·, I =  1 ,  5 0  
D N = E N C I )  
S I NDN = S I N C D N )  
C O SD N= C O S < DN )  
DN R2 = DN / P S I L N 
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T V = C < B E T A-C O S T H } / ( B ET A-COS T 2 ) ) * * C DN R 2 + . 2 5 ) *G C I ) *R l / ( R 2 
l -R l ) * ( P S I ** • 5 * < • 5 * S I NDN-DNR 2 * CO SD N ) + D N R 2 ) / ( . 2 5 +DN R 2 ** 2  
2 ) 
SUM T V= SUM T V+ T V  
1 7  CON T I N U E  
T AV= C+ C l *P S I L N / { R 2�R l ) -Q K* ) S* ( R 2 * * 2 + R 2 * R l + R l ** 2 ) / 1 8 . + ( 
l l . - E XP B R - 2 � * SUMA / EX P B 2 ) / ( B** 3* ( R 2 - R l ) ) + l . / ( B * * 2 * E X P B 2 ) 
2 ) + S UM T V  
WR I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 9 ) T A V  
·GO T O  1 
E N D  
C D I ME N S I ONL E S S  G ROUP  PROGRAM  T WO 
D I M E N S I ON E N ( 4 0 ) , GQ ( 40 f , G ( 40 )  
1 0 1  FORM A T  ( 6 F 8 . 3 )  
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1 0 2  FORM A T  C l H , 4HP S I = , F6 . 2 , 5 X , 5 HXNU  = , F B . 3 , 5 X , 6H TH T A 1 = , F 5  
1 . 2 , 5 X , 6 H T H T A 2 = , F 5 . 2 , 5 X , 2 H B = , F 8 . 3 , 1 0 X , 3 H R 2 = , F 5 . 2 )  
1 0 3 FOR M A T  C 3 F 8 . 5 ) 
1 0 4 FORMAT  C l H , 6 H T W T E Q = , F8 . 5 , l O X , 6 H T W T AQ = , F 8 . 5 , l O X , 2 H S = , F  
1 5 . 3 ) 
1 0 5 FORMAT  C l H , 5 H T AVQ= , F 7 . 5 _, 1 0 X , 4 H PH I = , F 8 . 2 ) 
R E AD C l l , 1 0 3 ) T W T EQ , T W TAQ , S  
WR I T E C 1 2 , 1 04 ) T W T EQ , i W T AQ , S  
1 R E AD ( 1 1 , 1 0 1 ) P S I , X NU  , TH T A 1 , T H T A2 , B , R 2 
WR I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 2 ) P S I , XN U  , T H T A 1 , T HT A 2 , B , R 2 
B= B * R 2  
C N E W T ON RAPH SON ME T H OD F I N D  E I G E NVA L U E  
· D = 2 . 
D D= . 5 
I =  
P S I L N= AL OG ( P S I ) 
Y =P S I L N* C . 5- X N U ) 
2 C O S D= CO S ( D )  
S I N D = S I N C D ) 
F = D * C O S D-Y*S I N D 
DF = CO S D-D*S I N D- Y* C O S D  
DN E W= D- F / DF 
I F  C AB S C D-D N E W ) - 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 ) 4 , 4 , 3 
3 D = D N EW  
GO T O  2 
4 I = I + l 
I f  ( I - 1 0 ) 5 , 5 , 7  
5 E N C I ) = D 
D= D + D D  
6 F = D * C O S C D ) - Y * S I N ( D )  
D = D + D D  
F F= D *C O S C D ) - Y* S I N ( D )  
I F  C F* F F ) 2 , 2 , 6 
7 E T A= C O S C TH T A 2 ) / CO S < T H T A 1 ) 
E X P B= E X P C B ) 
I 
. E X P B R = E X P ( B * C l . / P S I - 1 . ) )  
F R 2 Q = S / 6 . + l . / B ** 2 - 2 o / B* * 3 + ( 1 . / B* * 2 + 2 . / B * * 3 ) / E X PB  
F R 1 Q = S / 6 . / P S I * *2 + E XP B R * C l . / B * * 2 - 2 . * P S I / B* * 3 ) + ( 1 . / B * * 2 +  
1 2 • * P S J / B ** 3 ) / E XP B ­
DF R 2 Q = S / 2 . + l . / B- l . / B * * 2 + 1 . / B * * 2 / E X P B  
C l R l Q = P S I * < F R 2 Q- D F R 2 Q+XNU  * C T W T AQ+F R 1 Q- F R 2 Q ) ) l < I � + X NU 
l * C P S I - 1 . ) ) 
C Q = T W T E Q + F R l Q-C l R l Q 
DO 9 1 = 1 , 1 0 
DN =  E N  { I ) 
S I NDN = S I N < D N )  
COSDN=COS C DN )  
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DNP S I = DN /P S I LN 
G C I } = ( PS I * * • 5 * C . 5 * S I NDN-DNP S I *C OSDN ) + DN P S I ) / C . 2 5 + DN P S I 
1 ** 2 ) 
GG 2 = C D N P S I - l . / P S I ** • 5* < • 5 * S I NDN + D N P S I * C O S DN ) ) / ( . 2 5 +DNP  
1 S 1 ** 2 > 
GG 3 = C P S I ** 2 • 5* C 2 . 5 *S I N D N-DN P S I * C OS D N > + DN PS I ) / ( 6 . 2 5 + D N P  
I S I ** 2 ) 
SUMG 4= 0 .  
SUMG 5 � - C P S I ** • 5 * ( � 5 *S I N DN-DN P S I * C OS D N ) + D N P S I ) / ( . 2 5 + D N P  
1 S 1 ** 2 ) 
XM F T = l  
DO 8 M = l , 4 0 
XM=M  
XM F T = XMF T * X M  
GG4= B* *M * ( P S I * * ( X M+ . 5 ) * C < X M+ . 5 ) * S I N DN- D N P S I *COSDN } +DNP . 
1 S l ) / ( X M F T * < < X M+ . 5 ) ** 2 + DNPS I ** 2 ) ) / P S I **M  
GG 5 = B** C M- l } * ( P S I ** ( X M- . 5 ) * C ( XM- . 5 ) * S I N DN - DNPS I *C OSDN ) 
l +D N P S l ) / ( X M F T* < < X M- . 5 > * * 2 + DN P S I * * 2 ) ) / P S I * * < M- l ) 
SUMG4 = SUMG4+GG 4 
SUMG 5 = SUMG 5 +GG 5 
8 CON T I N U E  
GQ C I ) = ( - C Q*G ( I ) - C 1 R 1 Q*G G 2 + S / ( _6 . *·P S I *P S I > *GG3+ ( SUMG4- 2 *  
1 SUMG 5 ) / C B **2 * E X PB > ) *2 • / C P S I L N* C l . - S I N D N * COSDN / DN ) )  
9 CON T I N U E  
SUMA= O •  
XM F T = l 
DO 1 0  M = l , 40 
XM=M  
X MF T = X M F T * XM 
A = C B ** M* C l . - 1 . / P S I * *M ) ) / C XM*XMF T )  
SUMA = SUM A+A  
1 0  CON T I N U E  
T AVQ l = C Q + C l R l Q* P S I L N / C P S I - 1 . ) - ( S* ( l . + l . / P S I + l . / P S I **2 > 
l / 1 8 . + ( l . - E X P B R - 2 • *SUM A / EX P B ) * P S I / ( 8* * 3 * C P S I - l . } ) + l . / E X  
2 PB / B* * 2 ) 
PH I = O •  
1 1  PH . I = PH I + l . 
SUM T V= O .  
D O  1 2  I =  1 ,  1 0 
DN= E N < I )  
COSDN= CO S ( DN )  
· S I N D N = S I N < DN > 
D N P S I = D N / P S I LN 
T V= ( ( P H I / ( 1  - 1 . / P S I ) - l . } / ( P H I / ( l o - l e / P S I ) - E T A ) } * * ( DN P S  
l l + e 2 5 ) *GQ C I ) * G ( I ) / ( P S I - l . ) 
S UM T V= SUM T V+ T V  
1 2  CON T I N U E  
TAVQ= T A VQ l + S UM T V  
WR I T E ( 1 2  , 1 0 5 )  T A VQ , P H  I 
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I F  ( PH I - 1 0 . ) 1 1 , 1 3 , 1 3 
1 3  PH I = PH I + l 0 .  
SUM T V= O •  
DO 1 4  I = l , 1 0 
DN= E N ( I )  
CO SDN = C O S C DN )  
S I N D N = S I N C DN )  
DNP S I = D N / P S I L N 
T V = C C P H I / C l . - l . / P S I ) - 1 . ) / ( P H I · / C l . - l . / P S I > - E T A ) J ** ( DN P S  
l l + . 2 5 ) *GQ ( l ) *G C I ) / C P S I - i . ) 
SUM T V = SUM T V+ T V  
1 4  CON T I N U E  
TAVQ = T A VQ l + S UM T V  
WR I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 5 ) T AVQ , PH I  
I F  ( PH l - 1 0 0 . ) 1 3 , 1 , 1  
E N D  
C T E MP E R A T U R E  F I E L D P R OGRAM T H R E E  
DOU B L E  P R EC I S I ON D , DN E W , F , D F , C O SD , S I N D 
D I ME N S I ON E N C l O O ) , G ( l O O ) 
1 0 1  FORMAT  ( 8 F 7 . 4 )  
1 0 2 FORMAT - ( 1 H 0 , 8 C F 7 . 4 , 2 X > , F 7 • 4 > 
1 0 3  FORMA T ( 1 0 F 8 . 4 ) 
1 0 4  FORM A T  C l H O , l O F 8 . 4 / ) 
1 0 5  FORMAT  ( l H , F 4 . 1 , 1 o x , f 4 . 1 , 1 o x , F7 . 2 )  
1 0 6  FORMAT  C l H0 , 4H T AV = , F 7 . 2 ) 
1 R E A D  ( 1 1 , 1 0 1 )  S H , R 2 , R l , B , BK , C P , T H TA 1 , T H T A 2  
WR I T E C 1 2 , 1 0 2 ) S H , R 2 ; R l , B , BK , CP , T H T A 1 , T H T A 2  
R E AD ( 1 1 , 1 0 3 ) QO , T A , T E , S l , S 2 , S 3 , DR , D T H T A , W  
WR I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 4 ) QO , T A , T E , S l , S 2 , S 3 , DR , D T H T A j W  
C E I G E NVAL U E  P ROG RAM 
D = l . 8  
D D= . 5  
I = O •  
H K R 2 = S H * R 2 / B K  
P S I = R 2 / R l  
P S I L N = AL OG C PS I ) 
X = B K / C P S I L N * SH * R 2 ) 
Y = P S I L N * < . 5 - B K / C 4 . *SH* R 2 ) ) 
2 CO S D= D C OS C D )  
S I N D = DS I N < D > 
F= D* C O S D-X* D* D * S I N D + Y * S I N D 
DF = C O SD-D�S I N D-2 • *X*D* S I N D - X * D * D*CO S D+ Y *C O S D  
D N E W= D - F / DF 
I F  ( DA B S C D-D N E W ) - . l E - 1 2 ) 4 , 4 , 3  
3 D= DN E W  
G O  T O  2 
4 I = I + l  
I F  < I - 2 0 ) 5 , 5 , 7  
5 EN C I ) = D 
D = D+ DD 
6 F = D* CO S C D > -X* D * D* S I N ( D ) + Y *S l N ( D ) 
D= D+DD  
F F � D * C O S C D ) - X* D*D*S I N C D } + Y*S I N ( D )  
I F  C F* F F ) 2 , 2 , 6 
7 E X P B R = E X P C B* < R l - R 2 ) )  
E X P B 2 = E X P C B* R 2 )  
Q K S 2 = QO*S2 * R 2 * * 2 / B K 
-B E T A = W*C P / ( 2 . * 3 o l 4 1 5 9 *B K* < R 2 - R l ) )  
R l L N = A LOG C R l ) 
R 2 L N = A L OG C R 2 ) 
R T P S I = SQR T < P S I } 
SUMA l = O .  
SUMA 2 = 0 •  
SUM A 3 = 0 .  
SUMA 4 = 0 
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S UM A 5 = o . · 
A 3 = 1 • 
A 4= 1 .  
DO 8 M = l , 5 5  
X M = M  
A 3 = A 3 * B * R l / X M  
A4 = A4 *B * R 2 / X M  
A l = A 3 *B * R l 
A 2 = A4 * B * R 2  
A 5 = A 2 -A l 
SUMA l = S UMA l + A l / ( X M* tX M + l . ) )  
SUMA 2 = SUMA 2 +A 2 / ( X M* < X M + l . ) )  
SUM A 3 = SU MA 3 + A 3 / XM 
SUMA4= SUMA4+ A4 / X M 
SUMA 5 = SUMA 5 + A 5 / ( X M* C X M+ l . ) * * 2 ) 
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8 CON T I N U [;  
F R l =QK S 2 * C ( S 3+ 8 / E XP B 2 ) * R l * ( R l LN - l . ) + S UM A l / E X P B 2 ) 
F R 2 = QK S 2 * ( C S 3 + B / E X P B 2 > * R 2 * C R 2 LN - l . ) + SU M A 2 / E X P B 2 ) 
DF R l =QK S 2 * ( C S 3 + B / E X P B 2 > * R l L N + B* SU M A 3 / E X P 8 2 ) 
D F R 2 = Q K S 2* C ( S 3 + B / E X P B 2 ) * R 2 L N + B* SUMA 4 / E X P B 2 ) 
X I R l = QO* ( S l + S 2 * ( 5 3* C R l - R 2 ) + E X P B R ) >  
C l = F R l - R l *D F R l + R 2 * * 2 * X I R l / B K  
C= B K / SH * < C l / R 2 ** 2 -F R 2 / R 2 ** 2 +D F R 2 / R 2 ) -C l / R 2 + F R 2 / R 2 + T A  
D O  1 0  I = l , 2 0 
D N = E N C I )  
D N R 2 = D N / P S I L N 
S I NDN = S I N C D N > 
CO S D N = C O S C DN >  
DE NO =  . 2 5+ D N R 2 *DN R 2  
GG 2 = C- l . / R T P S I * C C D E N 0- . 5 ) * 2 • * S I N D N -2 . * D N R 2 * C OSDN ) + 2 . * DN  
1 R 2 ) / DE NO 
GG 3 = R T P S I * P S I L N * 2 • * S I N D N- C R T P S I * C � I N D N- 2 . * D �R 2 * CO S DN ) +  
1 2 . * D N R 2 ) / D E NO 
SUMG4 = 0 •  
G 4 = 1 .  
DO 9 M = l , 5 5 
X M"= M 
G4 = G4 *B *R l / X M 
SUMG 4 = SUMG 4 +G4 / C XM* C X M+ l ) ) * C P S I * * C XM+ . 5 ) * C ( XM+ . 5 + 2 . *DN  
1 R 2 * DN R 2 ) * S I N DN+ 2 . *XM*DNR 2 *COSDN } -2 . * X M* DN R 2 ) / ( C XM+ . 5 ) * 
2 *2 +D N R 2 * DN R 2 ) 
9 CON T I N U E  
G ( ! ) = C  < T E-C+QK S 2* C S 3 + B / E X P B2 ) * C R 1 L N - l . ) ) * 2 • *R T PS I * S I N D 
1 N- C l / R l *GG 2 +Q K S 2 * ( B / E X P B 2 * SUMG 4 + C S 3 +B / E X P B 2 ) *GG3 ) ) / ( D E 
2 N0*2 . � P S I L N + C D NR 2 - l . / C 4 . * D N R 2 ) > * S I N ( 2 . * D N J -C OS C 2 • * D N ) +  
3 1  > 
1 0  CON T I N U E  
R = R l -D R  
1 1  R = R + D R  
I F  < R - R 2 ) 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 7 
1 2  SUMG R = O •  
G R = B -� R  
DO  1 3  M= l , 5 5  
X M = M  
G R =G R * B * R / XM 
SUMG R = SUMG R+ GR / ( X M* C X M+ l . ) )  
1 3  CON T I N U E  
FR=QK S 2 * C ( S 3 + 8 / EX P B2 ) * R � ( A LOG C R ) - 1 . ) + SUMGR / EX P B 2 ) 
R LO G = A LOG ( R / R l ) 
CO ST H = C O S ( T H T A l ) 
T H E T A = T H T A l - D T H TA 
1 4  T H E T A= T H E T A+ D T H T A 
I F  C T H T A 2 - T H E TA } 1 1 , 1 5 , 1 5 
1 5  SUM T 2 = 0 .  
DO 1 6  I =:= 1 , 2 0 
D N = E N ( I )  
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D N R 2 = DN / P S I L N 
T 2 = C C B E T A-CO S T H ) / ( B E T A-COS C T H E T A > > > * * < DN R 2 + . 2 5 ) * G C l > * C 
1 R l / R ) * * • 5 * ( S I N C DN R 2 * R LOG } + 2 . * D N R 2 *COS < DN R 2 * R LOG ) ) 
SUM T 2 = SUMT 2 + T 2  
1 6  CON T I N U E  
T = C+C l / R - F R / R + S UM T 2 
WR I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 5 ) R , T H ET A , T  
G O  T O  1 4  
1 7  SUM T V = O .  
C O S T 2 = COS C T H T A 2 ) 
DO  1 8  I = l  , 2 O 
DN= E N ( l )  
S I N D N = S I N C DN >  
D N R 2 = D N / P S I LN 
T V = C C B E T A-CO S T H ) / ( B E T A-COS T2 )  > ** C D N R 2 + . 2 5 ) * G ( 1 ) * 2 • * < R l 
l * R 2 > * * • 5 * 5 I N DN 
SUM T V= SUM T V+ T V  
1 8  CON T I N U E  
TAV= C+C l * P S I LN / ( R 2 - R l } -QK S2 / ( R 2- R l ) * C C S 3 + B / E XP B 2 ) * C R 2 * 
1 C R2 L N- 2 . ) + R l * C 2 . - R 1 L N } ) + SUMA 5 / E X P B 2 ) + SUM T V/ C R 2 - R l ) 
WR I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 6 ) T A V  
GO  T O  1 
E N D  
C D I ME N S I ON L E S S  GROUP  P ROG RAM  FOU R 
D I M E N S I ON E N ( 4 0 ) , GQ C 4 0 ) 
DOU B L E P R E C I S I ON D t DN EW , F , DF , CO SD , S I ND 
1 0 1 F O RM A T  ( 4 F 8 . 3 ) 
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1 0 2  FORMAT  ( 1 H 0 , 4HP $ I = , F 5 . 2 , 5 X , 5 HXNU  = , F 6 . 1 , 5 X , 6 H T H T A 1 = , F 4 
l . l , 5 X , 6H T H T A 2 = , F 4 . l / ) 
1 0 3 FO R M A T  ( 5 F 8 . 5 ) 
1 0 4  FO R M A T  ( l H , 6 HT A T E Q = , F8 . 5 , 5 X , 2 H B = , F 3 . l , 5 X , 3 H S 1 = , F 4 e 2 , 5  
1 X , 3 HS 3 = , F 5 . 3 , 3H R 2 = , F 4 . l / ) 
1 0 5 F ORM A T  C l H , 5 H T AVQ= , F 8 . 5 , 1 0 X , 4 H PH I = , F 5 . l )  
2 2  R E AD ( 1 1 , 1 0 1 ) P S I , X �U , T H T A 1 , T H T A 2 
WR I T E C 1 2 , 1 0 2 ) P S I , X N U  , T H T A 1 , T H T A 2 
C E I G E NVAL U E  P ROGRAM  
D= l . 8  
D D = . 5  
I = O .  . 
P S I L N = A LOG C P S I ) 
X = l . / C P S I L N* X N U ) 
Y = P S I L N* C . 5 - 1 . / ( 4 . * XN U ) ) 
2 C O S D = DCOS ( D ) 
S I N D = D S I N < D >  
F = D * CO SD-X* D * D * S I N D+Y*S I N D 
D F = C O S D-D* S I N D - 2 . * X * S I N D- X*D* D* CO S D + Y * C OS D  
D N E W = D - F / D F 
I F  < DA B S ( D - D N E W > - . l E- 1 2 ) 4 , 4 , 3  
3 D = D N E W  
GO  T O  2 
4 I = I + l  
I F  ( 1 - 5 )  5 , 5 , 7  
5 E N < I > -= D 
D = D+ D D  
6 F = D* CO S ( D ) - X *D*D* S I N < D > + Y * S I N C D ) 
D = D+ D D  
F F = D *C OS ( D ) - X * D* D * S I N C D ) + Y*S I N C D )  
I F  C F * F F > 2 , 2 , 6 
7 E T A = C O S C T H T A 2 ) / CO S ( T H T A 1 ) 
1 R EA D  ( 1 1 , 1 0 3 ) T A T EQ , B , S l , S 3 , R 2 
WR I T E < 1 2 , 1 04 )  T A T EQ , B , S l , S 3 , R 2 
I F  ( R 2 )  2 2 , 2 2 , 2 1  
2 1  B = B* R 2 · 
S 2 = 1 . - S l  
S4 = 5 3 * R 2  
E X P B = E X P C B )  
E X P BR = E X P C B* ( l . / P S I - 1 . ) )  
R l L N = A LOG C R 2 / P S I > 
R 2 L N = A LOG ( R 2 ) 
R T P S I = SQR T < P S I ) 
SUMA l = O •  
SUMA2 = 0 
SUMA 3 = 0 .  
SUMA4 = 0 •  
SUMA 5 = 0 •  
A 3 = 1 . 
-A4=  1 .  
DO 8 M � l , 5 5  
XM=.M 
A 3 = A 3 * B / P S I / X M  
A4 = A4 * B / XM 
A l = A 3* B / P S I 
A 2 = A 4 * B  
A 5 = A 2 - A l 
SUMA �= S U MA l + A l / C X M* ( X M+ l . ) ) 
SUMA 2 = 5UMA2 + A 2 / ( X M* < X M+ l . ) )  
SUM A 3 = SUMA 3 + A 3 / X M  
SUMA 4 = S UM A4+ A 4 / X M  
SUMA 5 = S UM A 5 + A 5 / C X M* C X M+ l . ) ** 2 ) 
8 CON T I N U E  
F R l Q = S 2 * ( ( S4 + B / E X PB ) / P S I * < R l L N- 1 . ) + SUMA l / E X P B ) 
F R 2 Q = S 2 * ( ( S 4 + B / E X P B ) * ( R 2 L N- l . ) + SU MA 2 / E X P B > 
D F R l Q = S 2 * ( C S 4 +B / E XP B > *R l L N+B* SUMA 3 / E X P B > 
D F R 2 Q = S 2 * ( ( S 4 +8 / E X P B > * R 2 L N+B* SUMA4 / E X P B > 
X I R 1 Q = S l + S 2 * C S 4* ( 1 . /P S I - l • > + E X P B R > 
C l Q= FR l Q- D F R l Q / P S l + X I R l Q 
CQ = T A T E Q+ F R 2 Q- C l Q� ( C l Q- F R 2 Q+ D F R 2 Q ) / X N U  
DO  1 0  I = l , 5  
DN= E N C I >  
D N R 2 = D N / P S I L N 
S I N DN = S I N C DN )  
COSDN = CO S ( DN )  
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D E N O =  . 2 5 + DN R 2 *DN R 2  
GG 2 = ( 1 . / R T P S I * C < D E N0- . 5 ) * 2 . * S I N D N - 2 . *D N R 2 *COSDN ) + 2 . *DN  
1 R 2 ) / D E N O 
GG 3 = R T P S I *P S I L N* 2 • * S I N D N - ( R T P S I * C S I N D N- 2 . * D N R 2 *C O S DN ) +  
1 2 *DN R 2 ) / D E N O 
SUMG4 = 0 •  
G 4 = 1 . 
DO 9 M = l , 5 5 
X M = M  
G4 = G4* B / P S I / X M  
S UMG4 = SUMG4 + G 4 / { X M* C X M+ l ) ) * C P S I * * C X M + . 5 ) * ( ( X M+ . 5 + 2 . *DN 
1 R 2 *DN R 2 ) * S I N D N + 2 e * X M * D N R 2 *C OS DN ) - 2 � * XM* D N R 2 ) / C ( XM + � 5 ) * 
2 * 2 + D N R 2 * D N R 2 )  
. 9 CON T I N U E 
GQ { l ) = ( { -CQ+ S 2 * ( 5 4 + 8 / E X P B ) * C R l L N - l . ) ) * 2 . * R T P S I *S I N DN-C 
1 1 Q* P S I * GG2 + 5 2 * B / E X P B * S UMG 4+ 5 2 * { S 4+8 / E X P B ) * G G 3 ) / ( D E N 0 * 2 
2 e *P S I L N+ ( D N R 2 - l o / ( 4 e * D N R 2 ) ) * S I N ( 2 . * D N ) - C 05 ( 2 . * D  J ) + l e ) 
1 0  CON T I N U E  
TAV Q 1 = CQ+C l 0* P S I * P S I L N / C P S I - l o ) - 5 2 *P S I / ( P S I - l . ) * C ( S S+ B 
l / E XP B ) * ( R 2 L N- 2 . -R 1 L N / P S I + 2 . / P S I ) +SUMA5 / E X P B ) 
P H I = 0 .  
1 1  P H I = PH I + l .  
S UM T V= 0 .  
DO 1 2  I =  1 ,  5 
D N = E N ( I )  
S I N D N = S I N < DN >  
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D NP S I = D N / P S I LN 
_T V = < < P H I / ( 1 . - 1 . / P S I ) - 1 . ) / ( P H l / ( 1 . - l . / P S I > - E T A ) ) ** < DNPS  
1 I + . 2 5 ) *GQ ( l ) * 2 • * P S I * * • 5 �S I ND N / C P S I - l . ) 
SUMT V= SUM T V+ T V  
1 2  · C ON T I N U E  
TAVQ= T AVQ l +S UM T V 
WR I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 5 ) T A VQ , PH I ­
I F  ( PH I - 1 0 . ) 1 1 , 1 3 , 1 3 
1 3  P H I = PH H :- 1 0 .  
S UM T V= 0 •  
DO 1 4  I = l , 5  
DN = E N C I )  
S I N D N = S I N C DN )  
D N P S I = DN /P S I LN 
T V = C < P H I / ( l . - l . / P S I . ) - 1 . ) / C PH I / C l . - l . / P S I ) - E T A ) ) ** C DN P S  
1 I + . 2 5 ) *GQ C I ) * 2 • * P S I ** • 5*S I N DN / C P S I - l . )  
SUM T V= SUM T V+ T V  
1 4  CON T I N U E  
TAVQ = T AVQ l + S UM T V  
WR I T E ( 1 2 , 1 0 5 ) T A VQ , PH I 
I F  C PH I - 1 0 0 • > 1 3 , 1 , 1  
E N D  
